Life & Death
Life and death is one of the most universal themes in art history. Many believe that the way we
live our lives will determine our experience in death. Paintings depicting the
Crucifixion, for example, were intended to prompt viewers to reflect not only on Christ’s
sacrifice but also his humanity, and served to encourage the faithful to lead lives modelled on
Christ’s own.
Vanitas still-lifes were reminders of mortality. They often featured skulls as well as symbols
representing the passage of time such as clocks, fruit and flowers, or the fleeting nature of life,
which could be represented by extinguished candles and lamps, bubbles, and reflections.
These paintings could also include other symbols such as musical instruments, wine and
books to remind us that all is vanity; the pursuit of worldly pleasures and material goods is all
for nothing.
Artists also reflected on these themes in other genres of painting. Sublime landscapes, popular
in the Romantic period, emphasised the beauty and danger of nature and the futility of
mankind’s attempt to conquer the natural world. Mythological paintings featuring references to
transformation and change drew attention to the cycle of life and death.

Inquiry Questions
Why are artists drawn
to the theme of life and
death? Do attitudes
towards death change
over time?

Life & Death
Before your visit, explore artworks in the collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York to
familiarise yourself with this theme. Consider the symbols and metaphors used by artists to express
ideas relating to life and death.

Peter Paul Rubens
Portrait of a Man, Possibly an
Architect or Geographer 1597

Jacques de Gheyn II
Vanitas Still Life 1603

Salvator Rosa
Bandits on a Rocky Coast
1655–60
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Bartolomé Estebán Murillo
The Crucifixion c.1675

Life & Death

Why are artists drawn to the theme of life and death? Do attitudes towards death change over
time?

Giovanni di Paolo
(Giovanni di Paolo di
Grazia)
Paradise 1445

Scan QR codes in
the exhibition to
access the mobile
companion site

Students are required to move around the exhibition in groups of no more than 6.

Dosso Dossi (Giovanni de
Lutero)
The Three Ages of Humans
c.1515

Salvator Rosa
Self-Portrait c.1647

Titian (Tiziano Vecellio)
Venus and Adonis 1550s

Jean Siméon Chardin
Soap Bubbles c.1733–34

Pieter Claesz
Still Life with a Skull and a
Writing Quill 1628

Jean-Léon Gérôme
Pygmalion and Galatea
c.1890

Giovanni di Paolo (Giovanni di
Paolo di Grazia)
Paradise 1445
Giovanni di Paolo imagines Paradise as a garden where saints, monks
and angels — figures drawn from the past and present — gather to
embrace and greet each other before being admitted into the light of
Heaven.
In fifteenth-century Siena, death and the afterlife preoccupied the living.
A century earlier, the Black Plague had devastated the city. At that time,
by some estimates, 60 per cent of Siena’s population was lost.
Construction work on its spectacular cathedral was abandoned, and the
city never fully recovered.
di Paolo’s courtly vision of Paradise gave the Sienese hope for a better
life beyond the trials to be endured on Earth.

Dosso Dossi
(Giovanni de
Lutero)
The Three Ages
of Humans
c.1515
Although intended as a landscape,
the traditional title for this work is
The Three Ages of Humans owing
to the presence of three groups of
figures. The three groups appear
as an allegory for the cycle of life:
‘youth’ represented by the children,
‘maturity’ by the young amorous
couple in shepherds’ costume, and
‘old age’ by the two men in the
background.

Titian (Tiziano
Vecellio)
Venus and Adonis
1550s
Tales from Ovid’s Metamorphoses inspired
Titian to paint what he called poesie, or poetry
in paint. Here, Venus tries to stop her lover
from departing for the hunt, fearing — correctly
— that he would be killed. Their exchanged
glances and the frightened Cupid clasping a
dove (a symbol of love) enhance the sense of a
tragic end to this story.
Adonis, ignoring Venus’s warning, was gored
by the wild boar he hunted and died in her
arms. Transformed, anemone flowers sprang
from the blood he shed. Anemones came to
symbolise the passing the time.

Pieter Claesz
Still Life with a Skull
and a Writing Quill
1628
In this still life, the wisp of smoke from the
extinguished lamp and the reflections in
the glass are signs of fleeting existence
common in Dutch vanitas paintings, while
the gap-toothed skull further serves as a
symbol of life’s brevity.
The book, folio of papers, quill, pen case
and ink pot may be interpreted as one of
the many variations on the theme that
worldly accomplishments — writing,
learning, dabbling in the arts — ultimately
come to nothing.

Salvator Rosa
Self-Portrait c.1647
In this painting, Salvator Rosa shows himself inscribing a skull ― which
may be interpreted as a memento mori ― with the Greek words “behold,
whither, eventually”, further reminding the viewer that all life ends.
The skull rests on a book with the name of the ancient Stoic philosopher
Seneca on the spine. In his writings, Seneca reflected on the brevity of life
and urged his followers to contemplate death in order to conquer their fears.

Jean Siméon Chardin
Soap Bubbles c.1733–34
The idle play of children was a favourite theme of Chardin.
Here he drew inspiration from the seventeenth-century
Dutch genre tradition for both the format and the subject.
While it is not certain that he intended the picture to carry a
message, soap bubbles were then understood as a vanitas
symbol, alluding to the suddenness of death and fragility of
life.

Jean-Léon Gérôme
Pygmalion and Galatea c.1890
According to Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Pygmalion, the king of Cyprus,
decided that after seeing the wanton behaviour of the daughters of
Propoetus, he would no longer associate with living women.
He carved for himself a statue of a life-size female figure in ivory. When he
made offerings to Venus in connection with her festival, he wished for a wife
as beautiful as his sculpture which, when he then kissed it, came to life.
Most of the transformations in Ovid’s Metamorphoses go from life to death,
whereas the story of Galatea goes the other way as she turns from an
inanimate statue to a living human being.

Life & Death
Back in the classroom, extend your inquiry to modern and contemporary artists.
Marian Drew | 'Australiana Still Life' 2003–11
https://www.mariandrew.com.au/australiana
Damien Hirst | For the love of God, laugh 2007
https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/for-the-love-of-god/
Sam Jinks | Devil halfway 2010
https://samjinks.com/kaltes-eis
eX de Medici | The theory of everything 2005
https://collection-online-beta.qagoma.qld.gov.au/objects/14787/
Ricky Swallow | Killing Time 2003–04
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/125.2004/#about
Margaret Ambridge | 'til death' 2017
https://www.margaretambridge.com.au/1st-project
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